
   
                FUNDAMNTALS OF COMMERCE 
  
       UNIT 1 INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCE 
 
REMEMBER 

 

1. What is the primary focus of commerce? 

A) Buying goods only 

B) Selling services only 

C) Exchange of goods and services 

D) Advertising and marketing 

 

2. According to Adam Smith, commerce primarily involves: 

A) Creative destruction 

B) Voluntary exchange 

C) Exchange of productions from various places 

D) Organized system for goods and services 

 

3. Alfred Marshall defined commerce as: 

A) Voluntary exchange of goods and services 

B) Organized system for societal growth 

C) Facilitation of government revenue 

D) Exchange between producers and consumers 

 

4. Joseph Schumpeter's view on commerce mainly emphasizes: 

A) Continuous supplanting of old products 

B) Facilitation of trade between members of society 

C) Voluntary exchange among individuals 

D) Flow of goods and services between producers and consumers 

 

5. According to Paul Samuelson, commerce involves: 

A) Constant innovation and competition 

B) Taxation and government revenue 

C) Organized systems for societal progress 

D) Exchange of goods and services among individuals and organizations 

 

6. What is Michael Porter's perspective on commerce? 

A) Continuous supplanting of old products 

B) Flow of goods and services between producers and consumers 

C) Creative destruction and innovation 

D) Voluntary exchange among individuals and organizations 

 

7. How does commerce contribute to economic development? 

   



A) Only through taxation 

B) By generating employment and facilitating exchange 

C) Solely through fostering innovation 

D) By enhancing infrastructure alone 

 

8. In societal development, commerce primarily contributes to: 

A) Cultural exchange only 

B) Technological advancements solely 

C) Economic growth, job creation, and goods exchange 

D) Infrastructure improvement alone 

 

9. What role does commerce play in fostering global interconnectedness? 

A) Encouraging competition 

B) Creating jobs 

C) Enhancing infrastructure 

D) Facilitating international trade and cultural exchange 

 

10. Overall, commerce contributes to: 

A) Reducing GDP growth 

B) Diminishing poverty 

C) Decreasing living standards 

D) Improving infrastructure and living standards 

 

11. Which of the following is NOT a type of imports based on categorization? 

A) Intermediate Goods 

B) Capital Goods 

C) Exports 

D) Services 

 

12. What are Capital Goods in the context of imports? 

A) Long-lasting goods used by individuals 

B) Goods meant for direct consumption 

C) Goods used by businesses to produce other goods and services 

D) Essential goods a country might not produce in sufficient quantities locally 

 

13. Which category of imports might include luxury goods and certain high-tech 

products? 

A) Consumer Goods 

B) Specialized Goods 

C) Raw Materials 

D) Strategic Goods 

 

14. What defines 'Necessities' in imports? 



A) Essential goods a country might not produce enough locally 

B) Goods not necessary for survival but desirable 

C) Raw materials used in production processes 

D) Services like tourism and intellectual property rights 

 

15. Which type of imports is often transported in large quantities, such as oil and 

agricultural products? 

A) Services 

B) Necessities 

C) Bulk Goods 

D) Intermediate Goods 

 

16. What role do exports play in a country's economy? 

A) Decreasing revenue and jobs 

B) Generating revenue, creating jobs, and fostering economic growth 

C) Limiting international relationships 

D) Reducing trade imbalances only 

 

17. Which category of exports involves products like machinery, vehicles, and 

agricultural products? 

A) Goods 

B) Services 

C) Commodities 

D) Manufactured Goods 

 

18. What do High-Value Goods in exports generally include? 

A) Products with low market demand 

B) Products that have undergone minimal processing 

C) Products commanding premium prices due to quality or uniqueness 

D) Low-quality products 

 

19. What is the primary purpose of the balance of payments (BoP)? 

A) Recording domestic transactions only 

B) Keeping track of international trade in goods 

C) Assessing a country's external economic stability 

D) Measuring a country's budget deficit 

 

20. Which function of the World Trade Organization (WTO) focuses on simplifying 

customs procedures and trade-related regulations? 

A) Trade Negotiations 

B) Technical Assistance and Training 

C) Dispute Settlement 

D) Trade Facilitation 



 
UNDERSTAND  

1. What distinguishes Consumer Goods from other types of imports? 

A) They are used as inputs in production. 

B) They include specialized machinery. 

C) They are purchased by individuals for personal use. 

D) They are essential goods a country might not produce locally. 

 

2. How do Intermediate Goods contribute to production? 

A) They are long-lasting goods used by businesses. 

B) They are essential for manufacturing processes. 

C) They are luxury items not replaceable by domestic alternatives. 

D) They include minerals and metals. 

 

3. What role do Strategic Goods typically play in a country's trade? 

A) They facilitate market accessibility. 

B) They enhance cultural exchange. 

C) They are essential for a country's security or defence. 

D) They generate revenue through taxation. 

 

4. Which type of imports might include luxury cars and high-end fashion items? 

A) Necessities 

B) Bulk Goods 

C) Non-Essential Goods 

D) Services 

 

5. How are Exports related to economic development? 

A) They only contribute to revenue generation. 

B) They create jobs and stimulate economic growth. 

C) They restrict international relationships. 

D) They primarily focus on reducing trade imbalances. 

 

6. What characterizes Manufactured Goods among export types? 

A) They are raw materials or primary agricultural products. 

B) They include premium-priced items due to uniqueness. 

C) They are physical products that have undergone processing. 

D) They command premium prices due to their quality. 

 

7. How does the Current Account in the balance of payments differ from the Capital 

Account? 

A) Current Account tracks goods, services, income, and transfers. 

B) The Capital Account monitors changes in a country's official reserves. 

C) Current Account records financial assets and liabilities. 

   



D) Capital Account measures trade balances only. 

 

 

8. What is the primary purpose of the Official Reserves Account? 

A) To monitor a country's foreign exchange reserves. 

B) To record income earned by residents from foreign investments. 

C) To account for transactions involving financial assets. 

D) To track changes in a country's goods and services balance. 

 

9. How does the WTO contribute to trade negotiations? 

A) By providing technical assistance to developing countries. 

B) By promoting trade facilitation and market access. 

C) By monitoring global trade trends and economic developments. 

D) By hosting rounds of negotiations among member countries. 

 

10. What role does the WTO's Trade Policy Review serve? 

A) It simplifies and streamlines customs procedures. 

B) It provides technical assistance to developing nations. 

C) It ensures transparency in trade policies and practices. 

D) It resolves trade disputes between member countries. 

 

11. How do Bulk Goods differ from other types of imports? 

A) They are unique and not replaceable by domestic alternatives. 

B) They include specialized machinery. 

C) They are transported in large quantities, like oil and coal. 

D) They are luxury items not necessary for survival. 

 

12. What distinguishes High-Value Goods among exports? 

A) They are goods used as inputs in the production of other goods. 

B) They are essential for a country's security or defence. 

C) They command premium prices due to quality or uniqueness. 

D) They are physical products that have undergone processing. 

 

13. In what way do Services contribute to exports? 

A) They are luxury items not replaceable by domestic alternatives. 

B) They include specialized machinery. 

C) They are intangible products like financial and consulting services. 

D) They are essential goods a country might not produce enough locally. 

 

14. How does the WTO aim to support economic development, particularly for 

developing countries? 

A) By promoting fair competition. 

B) By ensuring transparency in trade policies. 



C) By providing technical assistance and capacity-building programs. 

D) By facilitating market access for goods and services. 

 

15. What is the primary objective of the WTO's Dispute Settlement mechanism? 

A) To promote fair competition. 

B) To provide technical assistance to developing nations. 

C) To resolve trade disputes between member countries. 

D) To ensure transparency in trade policies. 

 

16. How do Raw Materials differ from Capital Goods? 

A) Raw Materials are essential for production processes. 

B) Capital Goods are used for personal use by individuals. 

C) Raw Materials include luxury items. 

D) Capital Goods are unique and not replaceable by domestic alternatives. 

 

17. What differentiates Commodities among export types? 

A) They include raw materials or primary agricultural products. 

B) They command premium prices due to quality or uniqueness. 

C) They are physical products that have undergone processing. 

D) They contribute primarily to a country's security or defence. 

 

18. How do Intermediate Goods contribute to a country's production? 

A) They are long-lasting goods used by businesses. 

B) They are used as inputs in the production of other goods. 

C) They include luxury items not replaceable by domestic alternatives. 

D) They are essential for a country's security or defence. 

 

19. What distinguishes Labor and Expertise exports among export types? 

A) They are intangible products like financial and consulting services. 

B) They are physical products that have undergone processing. 

C) They command premium prices due to quality or uniqueness. 

D) They include services related to skilled labour. 

 

20. What role does the WTO's Monitoring and Surveillance function serve? 

A) It facilitates market access for goods and services. 

B) It monitors global trade trends and economic developments. 

C) It provides technical assistance and training. 

D) It ensures transparency in trade policies and practices. 

 
            Apply 1. A country is experiencing a surge in demand for specialized machinery that isn't 

domestically produced. As an economist, which type of import strategy would you 

recommend to address this situation? 

   A) Adjusting tariffs on luxury goods 

   



   B) Focusing on importing necessities 

   C) Promoting trade of strategic goods 

   D) Leveraging imports of specialized machinery 

 

2. A nation aims to strengthen its domestic industries while maintaining a healthy 

trade relationship with other countries. Which approach would best achieve this 

balance? 

   A) Increasing imports of consumer goods 

   B) Focusing on services-related imports 

   C) Encouraging exports of raw materials 

   D) Strategic management of intermediate goods imports 

 

3. Considering a country's security concerns, how might it manage strategic imports 

effectively? 

   A) By minimizing imports of capital goods 

   B) Ensuring a balance between consumer and intermediate goods imports 

   C) Regulating and monitoring the flow of strategic goods 

   D) Encouraging imports of non-essential goods 

 

4. Given a scenario where a country faces challenges in producing certain luxury 

goods domestically, what import strategy would you recommend to maintain 

consumer satisfaction? 

   A) Enhancing imports of necessities 

   B) Managing imports of specialized goods 

   C) Focusing on imports of bulk goods 

   D) Encouraging non-essential goods imports 

 

5. How might a nation strategically utilize the import of bulk goods to strengthen its 

economy? 

   A) By emphasizing exports of raw materials 

   B) Balancing imports of consumer goods 

   C) Leveraging imports to meet essential needs 

   D) Focusing on services-related imports 

 

6. In a bid to boost job creation and stimulate economic growth, what export strategy 

would be most effective for a nation? 

   A) Expanding exports of high-value goods 

   B) Promoting the export of manufactured goods 

   C) Minimizing exports of services 

   D) Focusing on commodities for export 

 

7. Given a country's objective to diversify its export portfolio, what strategy would 

be beneficial to achieve this goal? 



   A) Focusing solely on labour and expertise exports 

   B) Prioritizing exports of high-value goods 

   C) Exploring potential for exporting commodities 

   D) Minimizing technology and intellectual property exports 

 

8. How might a country use the export of technology and intellectual property to 

strengthen its economy? 

   A) By limiting the export of high-value goods 

   B) Encouraging the export of labour and expertise 

   C) Leveraging the export of technology licenses and patents 

   D) Focusing on the export of manufactured goods 

 

9. In a scenario where a nation aims to enhance its exports while promoting 

sustainable growth, which export strategy would be most advisable? 

   A) Relying solely on the export of services 

   B) Emphasizing high-value goods for export 

   C) Balancing the export of manufactured and raw materials 

   D) Minimizing exports of commodities 

 

10. How might a country strategically leverage the export of services to contribute 

to its economic development? 

   A) By focusing solely on commodities for export 

   B) Emphasizing the export of high-value goods 

   C) Expanding services-related exports like consulting and tourism 

   D) Minimizing exports of technology and intellectual property 

Absolutely, here are ten more application-level multiple-choice questions based on 

the provided information: 

 

11. A country is facing an economic crisis due to a trade deficit caused by excessive 

imports of non-essential goods. As an economic consultant, what strategies would 

you propose to mitigate this situation? 

   A) Increase imports of necessities to balance the deficit. 

   B) Limit imports of luxury goods to curb spending. 

   C) Encourage exports of high-value goods to offset the deficit. 

   D) Promote imports of strategic goods for economic stability. 

 

12. A developing nation is striving to build its export capabilities. What approach 

would be most effective for achieving this goal? 

   A) Focus on exporting raw materials to ensure immediate revenue. 

   B) Emphasize technology and intellectual property exports for rapid growth. 

   C) Invest in developing manufacturing capabilities for exportable goods. 

   D) Rely solely on labour and expertise exports for sustainable growth. 

 



13. How might a country leverage the export of specialized goods to enhance its 

international trade position? 

   A) Promote exports of necessities to meet global demand. 

   B) Use specialized goods to diversify its export portfolio. 

   C) Focus on services exports to strengthen trade relations. 

   D) Rely on exports of bulk goods for increased revenue. 

 

14. Considering a country's aim to reduce reliance on imports for essential goods, 

what export strategy would be most beneficial? 

   A) Increase exports of non-essential goods to balance trade. 

   B) Emphasize exports of necessities to improve self-sufficiency. 

   C) Limit technology and intellectual property exports to boost local production. 

   D) Encourage exports of high-value goods for revenue generation. 

 

15. A nation seeks to foster economic growth by enhancing its export 

competitiveness. What strategies would you recommend to achieve this objective? 

   A) Focus on diversifying exports across various categories. 

   B) Restrict exports of manufactured goods to meet domestic demand. 

   C) Prioritize labour and expertise exports to boost employment. 

   D) Maximize exports of bulk goods for increased revenue. 

 

16. How might a country strategically utilize the export of commodities to 

strengthen its economic position? 

   A) By minimizing exports of specialized goods. 

   B) Focusing solely on technology exports for growth. 

   C) Leveraging commodities to generate steady revenue. 

   D) Limiting exports to necessities for domestic stability. 

 

17. In a scenario where a country aims to achieve a trade surplus, what export 

strategy would you propose to achieve this goal? 

   A) Expand exports of non-essential goods for increased revenue. 

   B) Increase exports of high-value goods for economic stability. 

   C) Focus solely on services exports for sustainable growth. 

   D) Prioritize exports of manufactured goods for trade surplus. 

 

18. Considering a country's goal to balance trade while maintaining a healthy 

import-export relationship, what strategies would you suggest? 

   A) Focus on reducing exports to minimize trade imbalances. 

   B) Increase imports of specialized goods to boost local industries. 

   C) Enhance export diversification while managing import essentials. 

   D) Rely solely on labour and expertise exports for economic growth. 

 



19. A nation is keen on leveraging exports to support technological advancement. 

What export strategy would align with this objective? 

   A) Minimize exports of manufactured goods to promote innovation. 

   B) Promote exports of technology and intellectual property for growth. 

   C) Focus on commodities for increased revenue generation. 

   D) Limit exports of services to stimulate technological development. 

 

20. In a scenario where a country wishes to reduce its reliance on imported raw 

materials, what export strategy would you recommend to support this goal? 

   A) Increase exports of necessities to balance imports. 

   B) Promote exports of manufactured goods to substitute imports. 

   C) Focus on services exports for reduced dependence on raw materials. 

   D) Rely solely on specialized goods for import substitution. 

 
       ANALYZE 1. What is commerce? 

Answer: Exchange of Goods and Services 

 

2. How does commerce contribute to economic development? 

Answer: Facilitates trade, generates jobs, fosters innovation. 

 

3. Define imports. 

Answer: Foreign purchases. 

 

4. Why are imports important for a country's economy? 

Answer: Access resources, support industries, offer variety. 

 

5. What are the types of exports? 

Answer: Goods, services, commodities, manufactured goods, high-value goods, 

technology. 

 

6. Explain the balance of payments. 

Answer:  Records economic transactions globally. 

 

7. What is the World Trade Organization (WTO)? 

Answer:  Global trade rule-setter. 

 

8. Why was the WTO established? 

Answer: Promote fair trade, resolve disputes. 

 

9. What role does commerce play in societal development? 

Answer: Spurs progress, fosters innovation, encourages global connections. 

 

10. How does commerce impact economic growth? 

   



Answer: Enhances market accessibility, creates competition, improves 

infrastructure. 

 

11. Define Adam Smith's view of commerce. 

Answer: Exchange between different locations. 

 

12. Alfred Marshall's perspective on commerce? 

 

Answer: Organized exchange among society members. 

 

13. According to Joseph Schumpeter, what is commerce? 

Answer: Continuous replacement of old with new. 

 

14. Paul Samuelson's definition of commerce? 

Answer: Voluntary exchange among entities. 

 

15. What does Michael Porter say about commerce? 

Answer: Flow of goods facilitated by institutions. 

 

16. Why are exports crucial for a country's economy? 

Answer: Generate revenue, attract investment, build relationships. 

 

17. How does the WTO promote fair competition? 

Answer:  Prohibits unfair trade practices. 

 

18. Explain the types of imports. 

Answer: Consumer goods, raw materials, services, strategic goods. 

 

19. What components make up the balance of payments? 

Answer: Current account, capital account, official reserves account. 

 

20.What are the main objectives of the WTO? 

Answer: Promote free trade, resolve disputes, support economic development. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
     
EVALUATE 
 

Set 1 

1. Role in Economic 

Growth 

a. Ensuring Fair Competition, Providing Technical 

Assistance 

2. Types of Exports b. Current Account, Capital Account, Official 

Reserves Account 

3. WTO's Objectives c. Fosters Global Connections, Encourages 

Innovation 

4. Role in Societal 

Development 

d. Commerce Enhancing Infrastructure, 

Transportation, and Communication Networks 

5. Components of Balance 

of Payments 

e. Goods, Services, Commodities, Manufactured 

Goods, High-Value Goods 

Answers:1. d, 2. e, 3. a, 4. c, 5. b 

 

 

 

 

 

Set 2 

1. Current account a) Set of rules for international trade in goods, 

services, and intellectual property 

2. Capital account b) Rounds of discussions among member countries 

to address trade barriers 

3. Trade agreements  c) Goods, services, income, and current transfers 

4. Trade negotiations  d) Structured mechanism for resolving trade 

disputes peacefully 

5. Dispute settlement e) Financial assets and liabilities 

Answers:1. c, 2. e, 3. a, 4. b, 5.  

 

 Set 3 

1.employment opportunities A) Contributes to government revenue through 

taxation 

2. Enhances market 

accessibility 

B) Fosters innovation 

3. Improves infrastructure, 

transportation, and 

communication networks 

C) Promotes regional and global trade 

   



4. Contributes to GDP 

growth 

D) Reduces poverty 

5. Creates a competitive 

environment 

E) Improves living standards of a country 

Answers: 1. D, 2. B, 3. C , 4. E , 5. A 

 

Set 4 

Types of Imports                                   Descriptions 

1.Consumer 

Goods 
A. Goods used as inputs in production processes 

2. Intermediate 

Goods 
B. Products purchased by individuals for personal use 

3. Capital Goods C. Long-lasting goods used by businesses for production 

4. Raw Materials D. Basic materials for production 

5. Services E. Intangible offerings like tourism and consulting 

Answer:  1-D, 2-B, 3-A, 4-C, 5-E 

Set 5: 

Match the Export Types with their Characteristics 

Export Types Characteristics 

1. Goods A. Involves provision of intangible products 

2. Services B. Physical products traded globally 



3. Commodities C. Products undergone processing before export 

4. Technology/IP 
D. Raw materials or primary agricultural 

products 

5. Labor/Expertise 
E. Export of patents, software, or intellectual 

property 

Answer: 1-D, 2-C, 3-B, 4-E, 5-A 

Set 6: 

Match the WTO Functions with their Descriptions 

WTO Functions Descriptions 

1. Trade 

Agreements 
A. Monitoring global trade trends 

2. Dispute 

Settlement 

B. Facilitates negotiations among member 

countries 

3. Technical 

Assistance 
C. Resolves disputes between member countries 

4. 

Monitoring/Surv

eillance 

D. Administers rules for international trade 

5. Trade and 

Development 

E. Assists developing countries in trade capacity-

building 

Answer: 1-A, 2-E, 3-D, 4-B, 5-C 

 



Set 7: 

Match the Balance of Payments Components with their Descriptions 

BoP 

Components Descriptions 

1. Current 

Account 
A. Records financial assets and liabilities 

2. Capital 

Account 
B. Tracks goods, services, income, and transfers 

3. Reserves 

Account 

C. Monitors changes in a country's foreign exchange 

reserves 

4.Economic 

Growth 
D. Supports economic stability 

5. Job 

Creation 
E. Enhances GDP and national income 

Answer: 1-B, 2-A, 3-C, 4-E, 5-D 

Set 8: 

Match the WTO Objectives with their Focus 

WTO Objectives Focus 

1. Promoting Free 

Trade 
A. Enhancing economic growth 

2. Ensuring Fair 

Competition 
B. Preventing discriminatory practices 



3. Predictability & 

Stability 
C. Reducing trade barriers 

Answer: 1-C, 2-A, 3-B 

 

Set 9: 

Match the Impact of Exports with their Outcomes 

Export Impact Outcomes 

1. Diversification A. Enhanced market accessibility 

2. Technological 

Growth 
B. Economic stability 

3. Employment 

Creation 
C. Fosters innovation and specialization 

Answer: 1-B, 2-C, 3-A 

Set 10: 

Match the Role of Commerce with their Contributions 

Role of 

Commerce Contributions 

1. Economic 

Development 
A. Generates employment opportunities 

2. Societal 

Development 
B. Fosters economic growth and innovation 



3. International 

Trade 
C. Enhances living standards and infrastructure 

Answer: 1-C, 2-B, 3-A 

 

EVALUATE 1. Commerce solely involves the physical exchange of goods. 

   Answer:  False 

 

2. Imports significantly impact a country's economy. 

   Answer: True 

 

3. Exports have no role in generating revenue for a country. 

  Answer: False 

 

4. The WTO was established in place of General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT). 

 Answer: True 

 

5. The balance of payments does not include financial transactions. 

 Answer: False 

 

6. Commerce contributes to fostering innovation 

 Answer: True 

 

7. All imports fall under the category of consumer goods. 

 Answer: False 

 

8. The WTO's objectives include providing technical assistance. 

 Answer: True 

 

9. Imports include essential goods for a country's survival. 

  Answer: True 

10. The WTO aims to create chaos and instability in global trade. 

    Answer: False 

 

11.: The balance of payments includes the current account. 

    Answer: True 

 

12. Non-essential goods are considered vital for a country's survival. 

    Answer: False 

 

 
 

 
 

 



13.: Commerce encourages specialization and innovation. 

    Answer: True 

 

14. Exports have no impact on a nation's trade balance. 

  Answer: False 

 

15. The WTO does promote fair competition among member countries. 

    Answer: True 

 

16. Goods are the only form of exports. 

    Answer: False 

 

17.  The WTO's objectives do not include facilitating market access. 

    Answer: False 

 

18. The balance of payments accounts for international transactions. 

    Answer: True 

 

19.Commerce does not contribute to societal development. 

   Answer: False 

 

20. The WTO aims to create a suitable environment for international trade. 

    Answer: True 

 
CREATE  

1. Commerce facilitates the exchange of goods and services, creating a platform for 

____________. 

Answers: Transactions 

 

2. Imports play a crucial role in a country's economy by providing access to 

resources, products, and technologies that may not be readily available 

____________. 

Answers: Domestically 

 

3. Exports contribute significantly to a country's economy by generating revenue, 

creating jobs, and fostering ____________. 

Answers: Economic growth 

 

4. The World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on January 1, 1995, 

succeeding the ____________. 

Answers: General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 

 

5. The balance of payments records economic transactions between residents of one 

country and the rest of the world over a specified period, typically a ____________. 

 
 

  



Answers: Year or a quarter 

 

6. Commerce fosters economic development by enhancing market accessibility, 

creating a competitive environment, and fostering ____________. 

Answers:  Innovation 

 

7. Capital goods, raw materials, and services are among the various ____________. 

Answers:  Types of imports 

 

8. Ensuring fair competition and providing technical assistance are some of the 

____________ of the WTO. 

Answers:  Objectives 

 

9. Imports of essential goods that a country might not be able to produce in sufficient 

quantities locally include certain types of ____________. 

Answers:  Food, medicines, and energy resources 

 

10. The WTO aims to promote and facilitate international trade by reducing trade 

barriers, such as tariffs and non-tariff ____________. 

Answers: Barriers 

 

11. The balance of payments is divided into three main components: current account, 

capital account, and official reserves ____________. 

Answers:  Account 

 

12. Imports of luxury cars, high-end fashion items, and premium electronics fall 

under the category of non-essential ____________. 

Answers:  Goods 

 

13. Commerce enables specialization, encourages innovation, and drives 

____________. 

Answers:  Competition 

 

14. Exports contribute to a nation's trade balance, which is the difference between 

the value of exports and ____________. 

Answers:  Imports 

 

15. The WTO seeks to create a predictable and stable environment for international 

trade by providing a set of clear and transparent ____________. 

Answers:  Rules 

 

16. The flow of goods and services between producers and consumers is facilitated 

by various supporting ____________ and systems. 



 
 

Answers:  Institutions 

 

17. Goods, services, commodities, manufactured goods, and high-value goods are 

examples of different types of ____________. 

Answers: Exports 

 

18. The WTO's objectives include promoting economic development, ensuring 

____________, and facilitating market access. 

Answers:  Fair competition 

 

19. The balance of payments records the flow of goods, services, income, and 

current transfers between a country and the rest of the ____________. 

Answers:  World 

 

20. Commerce contributes to societal development by fostering economic growth, 

creating jobs, and enabling the exchange of goods and ____________. 

Answers: Services 

 

 
    

    


